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Field Expansion for Acquired Monocular Vision

Using a Multiplexing Prism

Jae-Hyun Jung, PhD1* and Eli Peli, MS, OD, FAAO1

SIGNIFICANCE: Acquired monocular vision (AMV) is a common visual field loss. Patients report mobility difficul-
ties in walking due to collisions with objects or other pedestrians on the blind side.

PURPOSE: The visual field of people with AMV extendsmore than 90° temporally on the side of the seeing eye but
is restricted to approximately 55° nasally. We developed a novel field expansion device using a multiplexing prism
(MxP) that superimposes the see-through and shifted views for true field expansion without apical scotoma. We
present various designs of the device that enable customized fitting and improved cosmetics.

METHODS: A partial MxP segment is attached (base-in) near the nose bridge. To avoid total internal reflection due
to the high angle of incidence at nasal field end (55°), we fit the MxP with serrations facing the eye and tilt the
prism base toward the nose. We calculated the width of the MxP (the apex location) needed to prevent apical sco-
toma andmonocular diplopia. We also consider the effect of spectacle prescriptions on these settings. The results are
verified perimetrically.

RESULTS: We documented the effectivity of various prototype glasses designs with perimetric measure-
ments. With the prototypes, all patients with AMV had field-of-view expansions up to 90° nasally without any loss
of seeing field.

CONCLUSIONS: The novel and properly mounted MxP in glasses has the potential for meaningful field-of-view expan-
sion up to the size of normal binocular vision in cosmetically acceptable form.
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Acquiredmonocular vision due to the loss of an eye is frequently
caused by injury. It has been estimated that 50,000 people lose an
eye each year in theUnited States,1 whereas the annual incidence
of enucleation is 4.3 per 100,000 people.2 Approximately 2%
of private ophthalmic clinic patients from a sample of 21,0003

were reported as having acquired monocular vision. Complete loss
of sight in one eye due to accidents, poisonings, and violence is
common.3 Diseases such as advanced glaucoma, optic neuropa-
thies, proliferative diabetic retinopathy, intraocular tumors, choroi-
dal hemorrhage, endophthalmitis, and chronic uveitis also cause
acquired monocular vision.4,5 Acquired monocular vision results
in loss of stereoscopic binocular vision, but numerous monocular
depth cues may provide adequate depth perception in many situa-
tions and compensate for the loss after a period of adaptation.1 On
the other hand, the field loss of approximately 30° (temporal cres-
cent) on the side of the non–seeing eye is persistent. Patients with
monocular peripheral field loss with residual central field and a
healthy fellow eye also have difficulties in mobility due to the loss
of peripheral field (monocular temporal crescent). Note that the
blind side of acquired monocular vision in this article indicates
the nasal side of the seeing eye; in the case of one blind eye, it
is the side (left or right) of the blind eye.

The visual field of people with acquired monocular vision
extends greater than 90° temporally with the seeing eye but is
restricted to approximately 55° nasally.6 People with acquired mon-
ocular vision have reported various difficulties with mobility.4

Although most jurisdictions do not impose restrictions on passen-
ger car driving with monocular vision (except for a period of adapta-
tion), 39% of previous drivers in a study of people with acquired
monocular vision4 stated that their driving was negatively affected.
When walking, frequently bumping into other people and cutting
them off have also been reported.1,4 Crowded environments such
as shopping centers, bus terminals, and busy city streets are the
most problematic, and patients often have spouses or friends walk
on the blind side to prevent collisions or on their seeing side to
maintain continuous visual contact with companions.7 Half of
the people with acquired monocular vision in the study by Coday
et al.4 reported a negative impact on their ability to pursue various
hobbies and play sports.

An acquiredmonocular vision rehabilitation program was devel-
oped at the Buffalo Veterans Affairs Medical Center Visual Impair-
ment Services Outpatient Rehabilitation clinic in an effort to
address the needs of these patients.5,8 However, there are only a
few specific and effective devices and treatment options that can
be offered in these programs. Self-help books published by people
with acquired monocular vision also describe difficulties experi-
enced due to the field loss.1,9

People with acquiredmonocular vision are commonly advised to
turn their head toward the blind side while keeping their seeing eye
looking straight.4,10,11 This may provide approximately 8° of visual
field expansion (to ~63°6) by using the part of the visual field
blocked by the nose when in the primary position of gaze, where
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the patient is likely to be looking most of the time when walking.12,13

Turning the head farther does not provide more field expansion be-
cause the retina is not functional on its far temporal side. Furthermore,
temporal orbital structures could then block temporal field of view on
the seeing side.6,14 In addition, it is very difficult to maintain this pos-
ture, which may cause neck pain or eye discomfort.6

People with acquired monocular vision may shift their gaze into
the blind side from time to time through head scanning (turning the
head while the seeing eye remains centered in the orbit). During
such gaze shifts, patients can see farther to the blind side by ap-
proximately the amount of the gaze shift. However, this gaze shift
is merely field substitution with a concurrent loss of the temporal
field on the seeing side.14 Because the person with acquired
monocular vision will not know when an impending hazard is ap-
proaching, there is no clear indication of when to perform these
scans. Such gaze shift is difficult in mobility because it interferes
with foveal monitoring of the path ahead. No significant difference
in the number of head movements was found between tractor trailer
drivers with normal vision and those with acquired monocular vi-
sion.15 Note that eye scanning (eye rotation without head rotation)
into the blind side results in further loss of nasal field due to the field
blocked by the nose and nose bridge.6 The latter effect is due to the
location of the center of eye rotation approximately 10 mm behind
the entrance pupil.16 A dramatic approach to address this limita-
tion might be to remove the nose bridge surgically.17 A 15th-
century Italian warrior, Duke Federico da Montefeltro, who lost an
eye in a battle tried this approach (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Federico_da_Montefeltro) and might have gained a small expan-
sion of the visual field when in the primary position of gaze.

In addition to head turning and eye or gaze scanning, several
approaches have been proposed to expand the field of view in ac-
quired monocular vision, specifically using optical devices such
as mirrors and prisms. In reviewing these approaches, we distin-
guish field of view (the portions of the scene that fall on a func-
tional retina whether through an optical device or outside the
device) from the visual field (the functional retina).18 We also dis-
tinguish field expansion from field substitution.19 Certain optical
devices bring some of the field of view on the blind side into view
but lose a similar portion of the field of view on the seeing side20

or elsewhere (e.g., at an apical scotoma19). In such cases, although
the patient may see farther into the blind side, the total size of the
field of view remains about the same as the size of the visual field
without the device, and the effect of the devices is considered field
substitution, not field expansion. A field expansion device should
provide a meaningfully larger field of view into the blind side com-
pared to the visual field without the device.

Ihrig and Schaefer5,8 suggested the use of a small mirror (~3 in
in diameter; at arm's length approximately 10°)mounted on a walk-
ing cane, bicycle handle bar, or the windshield of a car within the
visual field of the seeing eye. With an appropriate tilt of the mirror,
a person with acquired monocular vision can see a small portion of
the blind side in the reflected scene. A mirror of that sort operates
like the rear- or side-viewmirrors in cars, which reflect the rear view
rather than a portion of the peripheral side view from the missing
temporal crescent. The mirror size would have to be much larger
to bring a wider field of view into the blind side, but a larger mirror
would also block a larger portion of the scene behind the mirror,
thereby substituting part of the field of view on the seeing side with
that of the mirror view. The mirror also results in a reversal of
objects and direction of motion. The image reversal is not difficult
to comprehend in a rear view but may be confusing for a side view.

For example, a pedestrian approaching from the sidemay appear to
be walking away in the mirror view.

Prisms have been used for field expansion in various conditions,
particularly for homonymous hemianopia19–24 and concentric
peripheral field loss.18,25 The various prism designs for field expan-
sion shift the scene from the blind side (prism base side) to the see-
ing side, without reversal of the image or direction of motion.

However, the apical scotoma that occurs at the apex of any
prism prevents detection of collision or hazards within that region,
which limits the utility of prisms as field expansion devices.19 The size
of the apical scotoma is the same magnitude as the effective prism
power at the apex, which varies with the angle of incidence, and
thus, the apical scotoma is wider with either a higher prism power
or a higher angle of incidence.26 The apical scotoma limitation has
been overcome in some field expansion designs (for patients with
functional vision in both eyes) by fitting the prism only on one
eye, which allows the other eye to see the part of the field of
view blocked by the prism (i.e., unilateral fitting of a binocular
patient).19,22 This approach, however, is not available for people
with acquired monocular vision.

A prism at the high angle of incidence at the far nasal periphery
for acquiredmonocular visionmay also be affected by total internal
reflection.26 High-power prisms are likely to encounter total inter-
nal reflection with even small angles of incidence toward the base.
Total internal reflection limits the range of field expansion and the
benefit of eye scanning and may completely block the prism shift
needed for field expansion.24,26

We recently introduced a novel optical element, the multiplexing
prism, which eliminates the apical scotoma and thus enables
prismatic field expansion (not field substitution) for patients with
acquired monocular vision.17,27 The multiplexing prism is a modi-
fied Fresnel prism that has alternating small prism and flat segments,
providing a shifted view for field expansion and a superimposed
see-through view to overcome the apical scotoma. However, total
internal reflection remained as a limitation for field expansion at
higher eccentricities even with the multiplexing prism (as in Fig. 5
in Peli and Jung17).

In this article, we present novel designs and implementations to
overcome total internal reflection and maximize field expansion for
acquired monocular vision using multiplexing prism segments that
eliminate the apical scotoma. Our designs further consider and ad-
dress the expected range of eye scanning during mobility (Vargas-
Martin et al. IOVS 2002;43:ARVO E-abstract 3809)12,13,28 and
the impact of spectacle prescriptions on field expansion.

METHODS

We first analyze the requirements for field expansion of ac-
quired monocular vision when the residual emmetropic eye is at
the primary position of gaze (Effects of Prism Power and Configura-
tion on Field-of-view Shift and Total Internal Reflection, Tilting the
Prism to Eliminate Total Internal Reflection Extends the Field of
View, and Eliminating the Apical Scotoma Using a Multiplexing
Prism sections). In the Accounting for Eye Scanning section, we ex-
pand the analyses to consider the impact of eye scanning on the
design and use of multiplexing prism–based field expansion. In
the Impact of the Prismatic Effects of Spectacle Correction sec-
tion, we incorporate the impact of ametropia spectacle correction
on the field and the interactions of these lenses with the
multiplexing prism. The field diagrams in the Methods section
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are calculated diagrams based on optical analysis aimed to show
the theoretical limitations of the device. Measured perimetric re-
sults shown in the Results section are used to test and verify the the-
oretical predictions in these diagrams. We previously called for
conducting such verifications to avoid unrealistic and patently wrong
results that may be stated without such measurements.18 All pro-
cedures were approved by the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Hu-
man Studies Committee in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki, and all subjects provided informed consent.

Effects of Prism Power and Configuration on
Field-of-view Shift and Total Internal Reflection

For field expansion in acquired monocular vision, the prism
should be fitted in a base-in configuration to shift field of view from
the nasal blind side to the seeing area. The National Institute for
Rehabilitation Engineering developed several designs of prism

glasses for patients with acquiredmonocular vision under the name
Cros-Vision glasses.29,30 The National Institute for Rehabilitation
Engineering proposed the use of low-power full-field prisms (3Δ to
8Δ, type 1 Cros-Vision glasses) for acquired monocular vision field
expansion.29,30 Because of the edge thickness, weight, and poor
image quality,31,32 only low-power prisms (<15Δ) have been used
in full-field prisms. The National Institute for Rehabilitation Engi-
neering implemented a meniscus ophthalmic prism to provide
spectacle correction in addition to the prism shift. However, full-
field prisms, particularly meniscus ophthalmic prism lenses, can-
not provide useful field expansion into the blind side because of
the fixation shift induced by the prism as well as limitation from
the nose.33 In addition, a full-field prism has an apical scotoma
at the temporal edge of the spectacle eyewire.33–35

A partial-field segment of a prism that does not extend to the
foveal vision avoids the fixation shift caused by the full-field

FIGURE 1.Partial-field segment of outward prism serrations (OPS) Fresnel prisms (base-in) for left acquiredmonocular vision. Note that the prisms span
the nasal field from 30° to 55° eccentricity (VN). (A) Ray diagram (left) and calculated field diagram (right) with a 57Δ OPS Fresnel prism. There is no
prism shift into the blind side because of the total internal reflection (TIR). Note that the TIR area in the field diagrammarks the expected shifted field if
there is no TIR. (B) 7ΔOPS Fresnel prism. This is themaximumprism power possible without TIR within the nasal field of AMV (Fig. A1C in Appendix A,
available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A355). The critical angle of incidence (iC) determines the nasal visual eccentricity where TIR starts (VC). Although
the rated prism power as measured at the normal incidence is only 7Δ (8° apex angle in a polymethyl methacrylate prism), the effective prism power
increases to ~17° calculated by Eq. A1 in Appendix A, available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A355) at the end of the nasal field (VN = 55°), expanding
the nasal field of view up to 72°. The size of field expansion into the blind side (~17°) is 11° wider than the apical scotoma (~6°), which results in true
field expansion. Note the corresponding colors of the rays as marked on the fields on the right.
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prisms.33 The mechanical limitations of the ophthalmic prism
(edge thickness and weight) can be overcome by using Fresnel
prisms. Although the optical quality of the high-power Fresnel prism
is poorer than that of the corresponding ophthalmic prisms,31,32 a
partial-field segment of Fresnel prism located in the nasal periph-
ery may be acceptable, as is the case with peripheral prisms for
hemianopia.22,36 The consequences of applying a partial-field seg-
ment of base-in high-power Fresnel prism to the nasal edge of the
frame must be considered and analyzed in detail, as we do here.

A nasally fitted base-in partial segment of high-power (57Δ)
Fresnel prisms in the outward prism serration configuration26 is
shown in Fig. 1A. Because the back surface of the prism is parallel
to the frontoparallel plane, the angle of incidence is the same as
the visual eccentricity (in primary position of gaze). Because of
the high angle of incidence toward the base, the rays are reflected
inside the prism (total internal reflection) when the incident angle
exceeds the critical angle of incidence.26 The field of view through

the prism is thus blocked by total internal reflection, and there is no
useful shift into the blind side. We use the critical angle of inci-
dence with 50% transmittance (iC; Appendix A, available at
http://links.lww.com/OPX/A355) in this article to address mean-
ingful visibility. Therefore, the critical angle of incidence in this
article still results in a visible shifted view with 50% transmit-
tance. In 57Δ outward prism serration prisms, the nasal field
through the prism in Fig. 1A has a higher angle of incidence than
iC and is thus blocked by total internal reflection, which results
in a net field loss. Note that we only refer to the magnitude of
the angle of incidence in the text, and the corresponding sign
(inset in the top of Fig. 1) is only applied in the calculations.

To avoid the impact of total internal reflection within the seeing
field, we could reduce the prism power (smaller apex angle). Because
the critical angle of incidence in outward prism serration prisms is
the same as the negative sign of nasal visual eccentricity where to-
tal internal reflection starts (VC � −iC), the apex angle would have

FIGURE 2.Partial-field segments of eyeward prism serrations (EPS) fitted base-in for left acquiredmonocular vision. Note that the prisms span the nasal
field from eccentricity 30° to 55° (VN). The critical angle of incidence (iC) determines the nasal visual eccentricity where total internal reflection (TIR)
starts (VC). Note the corresponding colors of the rays marked on the fields on the right. (A) 57Δ EPS Fresnel prism. Reduced angle of incidence of the
EPS configuration partially avoids TIR, but the field from44° (VC) to VN is still blocked by TIR.However, because of the highly effective prism power at VC,
up to 82° of the nasal field can be seen (albeit with a minified view). However, the size of the shifted (expanded) field into the blind side is only slightly
wider (~4°) than the size of the apical scotoma, resulting in a very small net field expansion, whereas the main effect is field substitution. (B) EPS right-
angle prismmounted over the nose bridge (type 2 Cros-Vision30). Despite the higher prism power, TIR startsmore centrally (VC� 40°) than that in A, and
the expansion of the nasal field of view is also limited to 82°. However, with an apical scotoma slightly wider (~2°) than that of the shifted view.
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to be reduced so that the critical angle of incidence is at least as large
as the end of the nasal field (VC = VN� 55°), as shown in Fig. 1B. This
would achieve true field expansion because the size of the field expan-
sion into the blind sidewould bewider than the apical scotoma, which
is also enlarged by the high angle of incidence.

Another way to avoid total internal reflection within the seeing
field is to change the prism configuration from outward prism serra-
tions (Fig. 1) to eyeward prism serrations Fig. 2, which reduces the
angle of incidence by themagnitude of the apex angle (α).17,26 The
nasal visual eccentricity where total internal reflection starts (VC) is
defined for the two configurations as follows.

VC ¼ −iC
−iC þ α

Outward Prism Serrations
Eyeward Prism Serrations

�
ð1Þ

For the same power prism, the eyeward prism serration configura-
tion shifts VC farther nasally by the magnitude of the apex angle
comparedwith the VC in the outward prism serration configuration.26

In 57Δ prisms (−5° of iC with 39° apex angle), for example, the VC
is at nasal eccentricities of 5° and 44° for outward prism serrations
and eyeward prism serrations, respectively. However, the nasal field
beyond 44° in the 57Δ eyeward prism serration Fresnel prism is
still blocked by total internal reflection (Fig. 2A).

The National Institute for Rehabilitation Engineering proposed
a related approach, type 2 Cros-Vision glasses, that used an
eyeward prism serrations–like “right-angle” prism (45° apex angle)
placed over the nose bridge to partially cover the nasal periph-
ery (Fig. 2B).30 Higher prism power (larger apex angle) reduces
angles of incidence in the eyeward prism serration configuration,
but the critical angle, iC, is also reduced. In addition, the type 2
Cros-Vision design is cosmetically unappealing and very heavy.30

Tilting the Prism to Eliminate Total Internal Reflection
Extends the Field of View

To increase the field expansion of the design shown in Fig. 2A,
we need to move the visual eccentricity where total internal reflection

starts (VC) farther nasally so that it begins at or beyond the end of
the nasal field (VC ≥ VN). Achieving such a configuration would pro-
vide maximal effective prism power at the end of the nasal field,
resulting in the widest possible field-of-view shift into the blind
side. Because VC in the eyeward prism serration prism configura-
tion is determined by the critical angle of incidence (iC) and the
apex angle (α in Eq. 1), the angle of incidence should be reduced
by the magnitude of VN to VC to eliminate total internal reflection
within the seeing nasal field. In addition, the effective prism power
is maximized at the critical angle of incidence; thus VC = VN, pro-
vides maximal field-of-view shift into the blind side. Both can be
achieved by tilting the base of the eyeward prism serration prism
segment toward the nose by the tilt angle (t) determined by Eq. 2.

t ¼ VN−VC ¼ VN þ iC−α ð2Þ

Fig. 3 illustrates the widest prism shift into the blind side without
total internal reflection, achieved by a negative face-form tilt37 of
the eyeward prism serration prism segment.25 Note, however, that
the large apical scotoma in the near periphery negates much of the
benefit of the field expansion.

The tilt of the eyeward prism serration prism needed to prevent
total internal reflection within the seeing nasal field and maximize
field expansion varies with prism power (Fig. 4). Higher-power
prisms require a larger tilt angle, which results in wider field expan-
sion. For safety and cosmetic considerations, relatively lower prism
powers that require a smaller tilt angle may be preferred but with a
consequential limitation of the expanded field size. Because the tilt
angle to avoid total internal reflection is defined by the difference be-
tween VN and VC from Eq. 2, patients with a narrower nasal field (VN)
can be fit with a smaller tilt angle. In either case, an optimal tilt can
eliminate the impact of total internal reflection, but the apical sco-
toma continues to limit the effectiveness of field substitution.

FIGURE 3. Optimized prism field expansion for left acquired monocular vision using a tilted eyeward prism serration (EPS) Fresnel prism segment to
avoid total internal reflection (TIR) within the seeing field. Because the current highest prism power available in Fresnel prisms is 57Δ, an additional
11° tilt of the base of the prism segment toward the eye per Eq. 2 (t = 55°–44° = 55°–5°–39°) is required to move TIR onset (VC = 44° in Fig. 2A) to
the end of the seeing nasal field (55°). This expands the field of view into the blind side to 96° because the effective deflection power is increased to
87Δ (~41°). With the extended shift of the field larger than the apical scotoma, this configuration results in a small net field expansion.
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Eliminating the Apical Scotoma Using a
Multiplexing Prism

The apical scotoma with conventional prisms prevents detec-
tion of collisions or hazards in the midperiphery and thus limits
the efficacy of the prism field expansion. This can be resolved by re-
placing the conventional prism with our multiplexing prism.17 The
multiplexing prism enables true field expansion through the super-
imposition of the shifted view over the see-through view.17 The use
of the multiplexing prism also reduces the impact of spurious re-
flections in the eyeward prism serration configuration used here
(see Fig. 5 in Peli and Jung17) The cost of using the multiplexing
prism is a 50% reduction of contrast in both the shifted and the
see-through views (and, of course, visual confusion). Proper fitting
of the tilted eyeward prism serration multiplexing prism for ac-
quired monocular vision field expansion requires consideration of
the effect of horizontal size (width of prism segment) on the apical
scotoma, monocular visual confusion, and diplopia between the
two views. Similar considerations were applied in the unilateral
fitting of Fresnel prisms for homonymous hemianopia.19,26

Double vision (superimposition of two misaligned views), which
is commonly experienced binocularly when a prism is placed in
front of one eye, is very annoying in central vision but is tolerable
in the peripheral field. With the multiplexing prism design, there
is a monocular double vision that can include diplopia and visual
confusion.38 These two phenomena should be distinguished when
considering prism field expansion. Visual confusion (two different
objects seen in the same apparent direction) is the underlying
principle of prismatic field expansion.19,38 Diplopia (seeing an
object or portion of a scene simultaneously in two different direc-
tions) does not contribute to prism field expansion and should
be minimized.19,38

In the multiplexing prism, there can be an apical scotoma be-
tween the visual eccentricity to the apex, VA, and the apex end of
the shifted view. The width of the apical scotoma is equal to the ef-
fective prism power at VA (expressed in degrees). To remove the
apical scotoma in the multiplexing prism, the width of the see-
through view (from VA to VN) should be matched to the width of
the apical scotoma. The shifted view from VN is determined by
the effective prism power at VN of the tilted eyeward prism serration
multiplexing prism segment. A tilted multiplexing prism segment
that extends farther nasally than VC (=VN in this design) is not use-
ful because of total internal reflection, and a segment ending be-
fore VN cannot provide the full benefit of the maximum effective
prism power. Therefore, only VA (or the width of the prism segment
used) can be adjusted to remove the apical scotoma.

Because the two views in a multiplexing prism are angularly
separated, we need to consider scotoma and diplopia in a three-
dimensional space, as with volume perimetry.39 Previously, volume
perimetry was used to consider the volume scotoma (including
tunnel scotomas) of patients with binocular central field loss,
which varies with convergence between the two eyes.40,41 In the
multiplexing prism, a similar volume scotoma can occur between
see-through and shifted views, but the angular separation of the
two views in themultiplexing prism remains constant with effective
prism power (unlike the convergence in binocular central field
loss). Therefore, the apical scotoma with the multiplexing prism re-
sults in a volume scotoma.

A new concept described here is volume diplopia. In the
multiplexing prism, both shifted and see-through views start with
angular separation at the base and apex ends. Thus, the three-
dimensional area closest to the multiplexing prism segment is always
seen twice. However, this area could widen or narrow as a function of
distance, depending on the width of the multiplexing prism seg-
ments. We call this three-dimensional diplopia “volume diplopia.”

To achieve the optimal width of the tilted eyeward prism serra-
tion multiplexing prism, where neither the apical scotoma19 nor
the monocular diplopia42 exists, the apical end of the shifted view
should be at the same eccentricity as VN (Fig. 5A). VA should fulfill
the relationship in Eq. 3with the effective prismpower, d(iA), fromEq.
A1 in Appendix A (available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A355), with
the angle of incidence at the apex end (iA = t − VA + α from Eq. 2):

VN ¼ VA þ d iAð Þ ¼ VA þ d t−VA þ αð Þ ð3Þ

There is a very small linear (a few millimeters) overlap between the
two views (Fig. 5A). We call this diplopia “tunnel diplopia” analogous
to the tunnel scotoma defined in perimetry.39 The angular span of this
overlapping area shrinks rapidly as distance from the eye increases,
and the tunnel diplopia that it represents becomes inconsequential.

If the width of the see-through view (the angular width of the
multiplexing prism segment) is smaller than that of the apical sco-
toma (the apex end of the shifted view is at a visual eccentricity
<VN), there will be a gap (not a fully eliminated apical scotoma) be-
tween the shifted and see-through views (Fig. 5B). In the three-
dimensional space closest to the multiplexing prism segment, the
scotoma becomes a very narrow volume diplopia (Fig. 5B), but it is
inconsequential for hazard detection. These are volume scotomas
and diplopia because their width varies angularly with distance.
Although it is true that this volume scotoma would be in the blind
field without the multiplexing prism, it may prevent detection of
hazards that could be detected with a properly designed multiplexing
prism and thus should be avoided.

FIGURE 4. Tilt angle (blue dotted line) required to prevent total inter-
nal reflection within the seeing nasal field of 55° and allow for themax-
imal nasal field of view (FoV) expansion into the blind side (red solid
line), as a function of the rated power of eyeward prism serration
(EPS) prisms. For EPS prism configurations, the advantage of the
higher-power prismwith a tilt saturates beyond40Δ. Restoring the size
of normal visual field (180°) requires a prism power higher than 33Δ
prism (with 8° tilt angle) for 90° nasal FoV expansion into the blind
side (black marker with dashed lines).
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FIGURE 5. The impact of the multiplexing prism (MxP) segment width (apex location, VA) on the field of view. Assuming that the MxP base position and
the tilt angle were optimally determined based on the end of the nasal field (VN) and total internal reflection was considered (Fig. 4). Depending on the
location of the MxP apex (VA), the MxP results in a volume scotoma (with a too-short segment) or monocular diplopia (with a too-long segment) between
the see-through view (solid arrows) and the shifted view (dotted arrows). (A) With an optimal width of the MxP segment, the see-through view is exactly
the same width as the apical scotoma (the apex end of the shifted view is parallel to the end of the nasal field), and thus, there is no apical scotoma.
There is a slight tunnel diplopia that diminishes rapidly with distance. (B) With a shorter MxP segment, there is a gap (volume scotoma) between two
views (with a small-volume diplopia closest to theMxP segment). For practical purposes, this volume scotoma effect is not different from a regular apical
scotoma. (C)With a longer MxP segment, there is an overlap (monocular diplopia) between the two views. The crosshatched overlapped area is perceived
in two different directions. Note that the field expansion in the MxP, except where monocular diplopia or volume scotoma is noted, is provided via mon-
ocular confusion.
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On the other hand, if the width of the see-through view is larger
than that of the apical scotoma (the apex end of the shifted view is
at a visual eccentricity >VN), there is an overlap between two views,
which results in monocular diplopia (Fig. 5C). The monocular dip-
lopia maymake the object direction ambiguous and be bothersome
for the patient.

The size and location of the apical scotoma vary with the power
of the tilted eyeward prism serration multiplexing prisms. Fig. 6
shows the optimal width of the multiplexing prism (from VA to VN)
for each rated prism power (from Eq. 3) that eliminates the monoc-
ular diplopia and apical scotoma.

With the optimal tilt angle and fit of the multiplexing prism seg-
ment determined by the constraints imposed by total internal re-
flection, monocular diplopia, and apical scotoma, the proposed
multiplexing prism glasses for acquired monocular vision should
be customized to expand themonocular visual field to cover the na-
sal blind side, as shown in Fig. 5A. For example, an individual with
a VN of 55° has an optimal tilt angle of a 57Δ base-in eyeward
prism serration multiplexing prism of 11° (Eq. 2) and a VA of 33°
to satisfy Eq. 3. The see-through view of the multiplexing prism then
extends from 33° to 55° (~12mm of width for a standard back ver-
tex distance of 13mm19), and the calculated shifted view extends
from 55° to 96°, as illustrated with calculated perimetry (Fig. 5A).
Using the design considerations of Figs. 3 and 4, there is no total
internal reflection, apical scotoma, or diplopia between views when

FIGURE 6. The angular direction of the apex of the multiplexing prism
(MxP) segment (VA) that avoids both monocular diplopia and apical
scotoma (red solid line). When the base end of see-through view (the
end of the nasal field, VN) is fixed at 55° (blue dotted line) and the tilt
anglemaximizes field of view (Fig. 4), VA for higher-powerMxPs extend
more centrally than do lower-power MxPs. The optimal angular width
of the MxP as a function of prism power is the distance between the
two curves.

FIGURE 7. Interaction of eye scanning with the width of the multiplexing prism (MxP) segment. Calculated perimetry diagram in no diplopia de-
sign (A-C) and no apical scotoma design (D-F), for 15° eye scanning away from the blind side (A and D) and at the primary position of gaze (B and
E), and 15° eye scanning toward the blind side (C and F). Head position remains fixed, with the field diagrams centered on the primary position of
gaze. The cross marks and the black arrows indicate the fixation target and the direction of the eye scan, respectively; note the corresponding shift
of the blind spot toward blind side. (A-C) When the MxP segment spans between eccentricity VA (33°) and VN (55°), there is no monocular diplopia
even when the eye scans. However, eye scans away from the blind side (left scanning) result in an apical scotoma that is smaller in width than the
magnitude of the eye scans. (D-F) To avoid the apical scotoma caused by eye scans away from the blind side (left scanning), a wider MxP segment
(VA = 23°) can be used. Although this eliminates the apical scotoma as shown in D, it creates monocular diplopia, seen in E and F.
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the eye is at the primary position of gaze, where it is expected to be
most of the time.

Accounting for Eye Scanning

The design of the multiplexing prism glasses for acquired mon-
ocular vision presented above was optimized to maximize the field
expansion without monocular diplopia and apical scotoma at the
primary position of gaze. This is a reasonable design choice be-
cause the eyes spend most of the time at or near the primary posi-
tion of gaze when walking.12,28 Even if patients are trained to scan
and subjected to a task that requires scanning, patients tend to revert
to the primary position of gaze when walking.43 However, the visual
field covered by the multiplexing prism segment (VA to VN) varies with
eye scanning, which affects the field expansion and may introduce
monocular diplopia or an apical scotoma (Fig. 7).

With the size of the tilted eyeward prism serration multiplexing
prism segment optimized for the primary position of gaze eye

scanning away from the blind side reduces the visual field covered
by the multiplexing prism segment (Fig. 7A). Although the apex
end of the see-through view (VA) is not changed, the base end of
the see-through view is reduced by the eye scanning (smaller VN).
Because the nasal edge of the retinal visual field that is
blocked by the nose as the primary position of gaze becomes
usable with eye scanning away from the blind side,6 the
magnitude of reduction in the base end of the see-through
view is smaller than the magnitude of the eye scanning.
Therefore, the reduced see-through view cannot fully eliminate the
apical scotoma. On the other hand, eye scanning toward the blind
side does not affect the field expansion (Fig. 7C). The base end of
the see-through view is fixed at VN because of the nose. The tilted
multiplexing prism segment beyond VN, by design, shows only total
internal reflection owing to Eq. 2. Therefore, the sizes of the visual
field covered by the multiplexing prism segment and the expanded
field are not different from those obtained at the primary position

FIGURE 8. The impact of spectacle prescription lenses on the multiplexing prism (MxP) field expansion. (A) Effect of myopic correction. The end of the
nasal field (solid arrow) is shifted by the prismatic effect (P > 0). To reach the critical angle of incidence at the base end of the corrected nasal field
(expanded by the myopic prescription), the MxP segment should be tilted more than required without the spectacle correction from Fig. 4. The field ex-
pansion (dashed arrow) is also wider than the result without correction. (B) Effect of hyperopia prescription. The end of the nasal field is shifted by the
prismatic effect centrally (P < 0). The MxP segment should be tilted less, which results in smaller field expansion.

FIGURE9.Multiplexing prism (MxP) field expansion glasses for left acquiredmonocular vision. (A) Front and back views of the 12° tilted 57Δ base-right,
eyeward prism serration MxP for the patient's 56° nasal field. The prism was attached over the nose bridge inside the wraparound sunglasses.
(B) Goldman perimetry demonstrating field expansion 85° nasally with the MxP without apical scotoma. Dashed lines indicate the visual field measured
without the MxP.
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of gaze (Fig. 7B). However, the eye scanning nasally results in a
concurrent reduction of the temporal field of view. Note that for
simplicity we ignored details of differences between nose bridge, tip,
and wing and eye movements6 because these have minimal impact.

To reduce the apical scotoma, wider multiplexing prism seg-
ment could be used (Fig. 7D to F). Given that the usual eye
scanning range is less than ±15°,12,13,28 a multiplexing prism
segment that extends approximately 10° more centrally can
prevent the apical scotoma caused by eye scanning away from

the blind side (considering a slight nasal visual field that
becomes available, which was blocked by the nose at the primary
position of gaze; Fig. 7D). However, this would cause monocular
volume diplopia when the eye is at the primary position of gaze
(Fig. 7E) and on scanning toward the blind side (Fig. 7F). Note
that with this design of the multiplexing prism the impact of the
contrast reduction is introduced more centrally at all positions of
gaze. Importantly, the contrast reduction is closer to the fovea on
eye scanning toward the blind side (Fig. 7F). With this change,

FIGURE 10.Multiplexing prism (MxP) prescription glasses for field expansion of a patient with right acquired monocular vision with sliding MxP
segment. (A) Prescription field expansion glasses with a tilted MxP segment mounted on a sliding support, shown from the front (top) and from above
(bottom). (B) Goldmann field diagram with a tilted 57Δ base-in eyeward prism serrationMxP for a 57° corrected nasal field frame (−5.00 diopters). The
perimetry result shows the field expansion (solid line) to 89° achieved with the MxP glasses, with measured monocular diplopia shown in the hatched
area. The dashed line indicates the field of view measured with only the prescription glasses. After sliding the MxP segment nasally to the end of the
range, as shown in A, the monocular diplopia was eliminated with no change in the field expansion.

FIGURE 11. Multiplexing prism (MxP) field expansion glasses for a patient with right acquired monocular vision who needed spectacle correction.
(A) MxP glasses with the segment fitted on a plastic frame with a narrow nose bridge (16 mm). An 11° tilted 57Δ base-in eyeward prism serration
MxP was used for the 55° corrected nasal field (measured with −1.25 diopters). The base end of the MxP segment was trimmed to fit the the subject's
nose. (B) Goldman field diagram. The dashed line indicates the field of view (FoV) with the prescription spectacles but without the MxP. The FoV was
expanded to 84° by the MxP glasses at the primary position of gaze. To reduce the apical scotoma during eye scans away from the blind side (Fig. 13B),
we used a slightly larger MxP segment that resulted in a narrow diplopic area at the primary position of gaze (hatched area).
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the monocular visual confusion is more central at all positions of
gaze. Thus, the main advantage of this design is during eye scans
toward the seeing side.

Impact of the Prismatic Effects of Spectacle Correction

When the patient uses prescription spectacles to correct
for refractive errors, the field expansion prism should be
fitted with these lenses. Placing a prism segment behind the
lens presents a safety concern, and thus, the prism is best
fitted in front of the lenses. Spectacle prescriptions have a
meaningful prismatic effect, especially at the high eccentrici-
ties relevant to the acquired monocular vision case. This effect
has to be considered in designing and fitting the multiplexing
prism for field expansion of individual patients with acquired
monocular vision.

High-power prescriptions increase (in myopia; Fig. 8A) or de-
crease (in hyperopia; Fig. 8B) the extent of the end of the nasal
field of view owing to the prismatic effect (minification or magnifi-
cation, respectively). According to Prentice's rule, the prismatic ef-
fect of the eyeglass prescription in degrees (p) is approximately
calculated by

p ¼ tan−1
Δ
100

� �
¼ tan−1

−Dd

100

� �
ð4Þ

where D is the horizontal power of the spectacle prescription in di-
opters, and the decentration d in centimeters is a distance from the
optical center to the nasal spectacle eye wire, which blocks and de-
fines the end of the nasal field (VN).

34,35 The multiplexing prism
fitted in front of the spectacle lenses must be tilted p degrees more
for myopia (Fig. 8A) or less for hyperopia (Fig. 8B) to reach the
critical angle of incidence at the end of the nasal field (VN + p)
corrected by the prescription.

RESULTS

We designed and implemented four different types of multiplexing
prism glasses for acquired monocular vision field expansion and
measured their performance perimetrically each with one patient
with acquiredmonocular vision (total of four subjects). Themultiplexing
prism segments were produced (by Chadwick Optical, Souderton, PA)
by grinding and polishing flat surfaces onto conventional

FIGURE 12. Panoramic scenes captured without (A) and with (B) multiplexing prism glasses for right acquired monocular vision. The far-left blind field
(see a man and a boat between the red dashed lines in A) is visible with the multiplexing prism glasses and is shifted to the seeing nasal field. It is shown
through the multiplexing prism as monocular confusion with the see-through view (note the sky around the tree crown above the excavator) but not dip-
lopia. Because of the multiplexing prism, the contrast of both parts of the scene is reduced. The camera entrance pupil was located 17 mm from the
prism to match the distance between the back surface of the spectacle lens and the entrance pupil of the human eye. The vertical dashed lines indicate
horizontal eccentricities, with 0° representing the direction of foveation. The left and right sides of the scene are trimmed off.
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polymethyl methacrylate Fresnel prism blanks.17 We used multi-
plexing prisms with 0.5 aperture ratio (the ratio of the area of a
prism element to the sum of a prism and a flat element area) which
has same-size apertures for the flat and prism elements. The
measured visual field without multiplexing prism means the field
of view with only prescription glasses. Standard kinetic Goldmann
perimetry with V4e stimulus was used. The purpose of the
perimetry was only to verify that the theoretical field diagrams
based on optical computations were free of errors. The presence
of monocular diplopia was determined and marked by asking
the subjects to report whenever they saw double stimuli during
the perimetry.

Multiplexing Prism Field Expansion Using
Wrap-around Glasses

Early prototype multiplexing prism glasses for acquired monoc-
ular vision were developed for emmetropic patients. We used
wraparound single-lens sunglasses that provided sufficient
space behind the lens to fit the tilted eyeward prism serration
multiplexing prism segment near the bridge of the nose (Fig. 9A). The
wraparound glasses offered excellent cosmetics and a wider nasal
field (not blocked by a spectacle frame). The tilted 57Δ base-in
eyeward prism serration multiplexing prism segment was held by
black plastic mounting supports (Fig. 9A). The prototype multiplexing

FIGURE13. The effects of 15° eye rotation toward and away from the blind sidewith the field expansion glasses of Fig. 11A. The tilted arrows and the red
crossmarks indicate the fixation of the shifted eye, respectively, which is confirmed by the shift of themapped physiological blind spot. (A) Goldmann perimetry
with eye rotation 15° (left) toward the blind side. Because of blocking by the nose and the nasal edge of the spectacle eye wire, field expansion to 87° andmon-
ocular diplopia (hatched area) are not different from the results at the primary position of gaze (Fig. 11), but the temporal field is reduced by approximately 10°
due to the gaze shift. (B) Goldmannperimetrywith eye rotation15° (right) toward the seeing side. This resulted in an apical scotoma, but it was narrower than the
size of the eye rotation due to the slightly wider segment used. The field of view is slightly expanded on the temporal right side eye rotation.

FIGURE14.Magnetic clip-onmultiplexing prism (MxP) glasses for field expansion of an ametropic patient with right acquiredmonocular vision. (A) Front
and top views of the magnetic clip-on MxP mounted on the prescription glasses. Note the natural tilt of the clip-on lens at the position of the MxP.
(B) Goldmann perimetry result with and without the magnetic clip-on MxP. The dashed line indicates the visual field without the magnetic clip-on
MxP. The MxP clip-on (6° tilted 57Δ base-in eyeward prism serration MxP) can be effective for users who have narrow nasal field (<50° in this case)
as derived from Eq. 2. With the MxP clip-on, the field of view is expanded to approximately 75°.
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prism glasses expanded the nasal field of view up to 85° into the blind
side without an apical scotoma, as shown in Fig. 9B.

Adjustable Multiplexing Prism over
Spectacle Correction

For patients with acquired monocular vision who required spec-
tacle correction, we designed a series of different multiplexing
prism glasses. We developed prototype glasses with adjustable
tilted multiplexing prism supports. The first designmodified an ad-
justable bioptic telescope frame (Ocutech Inc., Chapel Hill, NC),
as shown in Fig. 10A. The multiplexing prism mounting support
fashioned from the bioptic mounting hardware could slide lat-
erally by releasing a set screw to adjust the apex location (VA) of
the multiplexing prism segment to avoid monocular diplopia and
apical scotoma.

Fig. 10B shows the field expansionmeasured with the prototype
shown in Fig. 10A for a patient with an acquired monocular vision
who had myopic correction. With the initial position of the multi-
plexing prism segment, the field of view was expanded to 89°, but
approximately 10° of monocular diplopia was found (hatched area
in Fig. 10B). The monocular diplopia was fully eliminated by slid-
ing the multiplexing prism nasally, as confirmed with repeated mea-
surements (not shown). The magnitude of field-of-view expansion
did not change with the lateral shifting of the multiplexing prism.

For better cosmetics, we then prototyped fixed multiplexing
prism glasses with the segment mounted with a single screw on
the nose bridge of plastic frame prescription glasses (Fig. 11A).
The prism tilt was tuned using wedge shims placed between the
multiplexing prism and the frame. Fig. 12 shows panoramic
scenes captured with and without the multiplexing prism glasses
to show the field expansion effect that a user would experience.

To measure the effect of eye scanning with the multiplexing
prism glasses, fixation targets were attached to the perimetry bowl
at 15° to the right and left. Fig. 13 shows the field of view with
multiplexing prism (solid line) and with only the prescription spec-
tacles (dashed line) with 15° eye rotation toward the blind side
(Fig. 13A) and the seeing side (Fig. 13B).

Another option for the multiplexing prism field expansion for
patients with acquired monocular vision that we explored is the
use of a magnetic clip-on multiplexing prism (Fig. 14). The tinted
lenses of clip-on sunglasses were replaced with plano lenses. The
multiplexing prism was embedded in the lens by cutting an open-
ing on the lens nasal side and gluing the multiplexing prism in
place. The subject could use prescription glasses and attach the
magnetic clip-on multiplexing prism when needed for mobility.
While this was a very convenient format and improved cosmetics,
this option limited the tilting angle of the multiplexing prism.

DISCUSSION

A base-in eyeward prism serration multiplexing prism segment
fitted nasally with an appropriate tilt of the base side toward the
nose provides a true field expansion rather than field substitution
for people with acquired monocular vision. The use of the
multiplexing prism eliminates the apical scotoma, and the tilt of
the multiplexing prism segment moves the total internal reflection
outside the visible range and thus maximizes the field expansion.
The proposed methods expand field of view into the blind side at
a cost of monocular visual confusion and contrast reduction.
We developed four different prototypes of multiplexing prism

FIGURE 15. Factors affecting visibility with the tilted MxP at the apex
end and the base end of the shifted views as a function of prism-rated
power. Because the base end of the shifted view is near the critical angle
of incidence, the farthest expanded field has the highest compression
(minification), lowest transmittance,and lowestcontrast. (A)Magnification
factor (in log scale). Note that the reciprocal of the magnification factor is
the compression factor. Although the base end of the shifted view is com-
pressed (magnification factor <1), the apex end of the shifted view is ac-
tually magnified. (B) Transmittance. Transmittance of the shifted
view in an MxP with 0.5 aperture ratio is approximately 25% at the
base end of the shifted view, but it is approximately 45% at the apex
end of the shifted view. (C) Contrast factor.17 Because of the reduced
transmittance in the shifted view, the contrast is reduced more at the
base end of the shifted view (~35% of the original contrast) than at the
apex end of the shifted view (~50% of the original contrast).
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glasses and tested that all worked well, but they all have some side
effects and limitations to be considered.

The multiplexing prism glasses for acquired monocular vision
need to be customized for each patient, considering the parameters
that determine VN, such as the back vertex distance, the interpupil-
lary distance, the nasal end of eye wire, and the spectacle prescrip-
tion. Setting and verifying the tilt angle of the multiplexing prism
segment from the frontoparallel plane and locating the multiplexing
prism segment at the accurate angular position (VA and VN) are me-
chanically difficult tasks and prone to measurement errors.

Even if the multiplexing prism on the glasses is manufactured
correctly, verification with perimetric measurements is limited by
various issues that affect visibility in the far periphery of the shifted
view (prismatic distortion and reducedcontrast and transmittance).17,26

Our measurement results with various implementations of multiplexing
prism glasses demonstrated field expansion of approximately
30°, which is approximately 11° smaller than the expected expan-
sion (41°). The reduced field expansion may have resulted from fab-
rication errors, especially in implementing the tilt and positioning of
the multiplexing prism segment. The field expansion at 90° or more
may have been blocked by the frame and lens for the blind eye.

The reduced visibility around the base end may be another
cause of the reduction in the measured field expansion. As shown
in Fig. 15, various measures of visibility in the (proximal) apex
end and the (distal) base end of the shifted view differ markedly
as a result of the different angles of incidence at different visual ec-
centricities. The effects of magnification factor,26 transmittance,
and contrast17 are all worse at the base end of the shifted view than
at the apex end. Possible hazards in farther positions seem smaller,
dimmer, and at lower contrast. Although we set the critical angle of
incidence as the angle of incidence resulting in 50% transmittance
in a conventional prism, the multiplexing prism with 0.5 aperture
ratio results in an additional 50% reduction of the transmittance.17

As a result, the transmittance of the shifted view at its base end is
25%, whereas that at the apex end of the shifted view has approx-
imately 45% transmittance. Therefore, the visibility in the far pe-
riphery is worse than the midperiphery in the multiplexing prism
glasses for acquired monocular vision, which is further affected
by lower visual sensitivity of peripheral vision.44 The variation of
most measures as a function of prism power is small (Fig. 15), with
modest variation of magnification (compression) factor at the mid-
dle prism powers (10Δ to 30Δ).

Using a wider aperture for the prism elements in themultiplexing
prism (aperture ratio >0.5) may increase the visibility in the far
periphery, but it would also cause relatively better visibility of the
shifted view versus the see-through view at all eccentricities. Alter-
nately, one can develop a multiplexing prism with a different aper-
ture ratio at each eccentricity for uniform contrast, as shown in
Fig. 16. A multiplexing prism of that sort could be manufactured
in amolding process but not in the grinding of conventional Fresnel
prisms we currently use.

Frame selection is an important consideration. The nasal field of
patients with acquiredmonocular vision is often blocked by the edge
of the spectacle eyewire.34,35 In our perimetry, the end of the nasal
field was reduced by 3° to 8° by frames. The wraparound single-lens
glasses did not block any nasal field but provided no option for re-
fractive correction, in addition to posing a risk of eye injury from
the prism. Because the highest effective prism power is fixed at
the critical angle of incidence, a patient with a wider nasal field
can see farther into the blind side with the proposed glasses. There-
fore, a thinner frame (possibly semirimless) with narrower bridge size

would be better if there is a way to attach the tilted multiplexing
prism segment. We continue to pursue such approaches.

The best way to address the monocular diplopia and apical
scotoma during eye scanning remains an open question. Although
patients with acquired monocular vision are at the primary position
of gaze most of the time, the apical scotoma or diplopia may in-
crease the risk of collisions. When we customized the multiplexing
prism glasses for one patient with acquired monocular vision, we
considered this trade-off between monocular diplopia when at
the primary position of gaze versus the apical scotoma when eye
scanning towards the blind side. The monocular diplopia was not
easily noticeable at the far peripheral location in the multiplexed
scene and is far less bothersome than central binocular diplopia.
On the other hand, the apical scotoma is located around 45° where
the risk of the collision with other pedestrians is the highest.45

Therefore, we chose to leave some peripheral diplopia when at the pri-
mary position of gaze and reduced the span of the apical scotoma on
eye scans toward the multiplexing prism. Although the proposed de-
sign involved fairly small tilted multiplexing prism segments, cos-
metics remain an issue. The clip-on design could be a partial
solution, but there is a limitation on the amount of tilt in this de-
sign. A lower-power multiplexing prism that requires less tilt (7° tilt
angle for 30Δ multiplexing prism) would result in 5° smaller field
expansion than a 57Δ multiplexing prism with 11° tilt.

The proposed device is the only true field expansion device for
patients with acquired monocular vision as far as we know. All pre-
vious devices for acquired monocular vision provide field substitu-
tion at best, losing seeing field due to the apical scotoma (or other
blocking). Because the multiplexing prism glasses provide a wider
field expansion compared with other devices, the contrast and
monocular visual confusion are trade-offs. In future work, we will
measure the performance of detection tasks, such as in a driving
or walking simulator25,46,47 or a mobility course,48–50 with the
multiplexing prism glasses and compare them with other devices.

FIGURE 16. The aperture ratio of 57Δ multiplexing prism (MxP) at
each eccentricity required for uniform50%contrast. If the aperture ra-
tio were constant across the MxP, as eccentricities approach the base
(nasal) end, contrast of the shifted view would be greatly reduced rela-
tive to the see-through view. Increasing the aperture ratio toward the
base end, as shown, canmaintain a constant contrast ratio at all visual
eccentricities.
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APPENDIX A 

The effective prism power (deflection angle from the angle of incidence, d) derived with a 

refractive index of the prism (n = 1.49 for PMMA) and the apex angle (α) varies with angle of 

incidence (i) as followed.A1  

 

  1 1 sin
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          (A1) 

The critical angle of incidence (iC,0%) with 0% transmittance is derived with a refractive index of 

the prism (n = 1.49 for PMMA in this paper) and the apex angle (α) as follow. 1 
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Note that we define the angle of incidence directed towards the base, the nasal field, as 

negativeA1-3 following the sign convention in the inset of Fig. 1A. To address meaningful visibility, 

we define and use the critical angle of incidence with 50% transmittance (ic) in this paper. This is 

similar to the definition of the field of view through low vision telescopes. 

 

First, we calculate transmittance of the prism in each angle of incidence using Fresnel reflection 

(Fig. A1A).A4 The angle of incidence resulted in 50% transmittance is calculated which is quite 

close to the critical angle of incidence with 0% in high power prism. With the calculated ic, the 

deflection power can be calculated by Eq. A1. 

 



 

Figure A1. Critical angle of incidence with 50% transmittance. Note negative sign in angle of incidence is 

toward the base side. (A) Transmittance and (B) effective prism power vary with angle of incidence in 57Δ 

prisms. Total internal reflection starts at -5.3° angle of incidence with 0% transmittance and maximizes 

the effective prism power. However, the transmittance is below 50% with angles of incidence higher than 

4.7° toward the base side, which cannot be used for the field expansion due to the low visibility of the 

shifted view. Therefore, we set the critical angle of incidence for field expansion to -4.7°. At this angle of 

incidence, the effective prism power is 39° (≈81Δ). (C) Critical angle of incidence with 50% transmittance 

in various prism powers of OPS and EPS prisms. Dashed line indicates the maximum prism power of 

OPS prisms without TIR at 55° nasal field (Fig. 1B). 
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